Liriope
Part of the Foliage First line of plants
™

Price: $.958/plant 32cp
FOB: Homestead, FL

Amethyst™
Its flowers sit high above the foliage, unlike most Liriope. The beautiful long lasting deep purple flowers are a real highlight. It has an
excellent foliage form, producing semi-compact dark green clumps.
In colder climates, it’s a good idea to trim the foliage back each year
in late winter, allowing the crisp new shoots to emerge with out the
clutter of older leaves. Amethyst grows to an average size of 16
in. tall by 16 in. It tolerates full sun and moderate to heavy shade.
Suited to a wide selection of soil types.

Isabella™
It is a denser, more compact fine leaf foliage when compared to
the standard Liriope muscari. In summer, Isabella has a distinctive
display of showy pink flowers throughout the top of its foliage. It is
drought and frost tolerant, and good for sunny or very shady positions. Good for very cold areas, or very hot humid regions. Zone 6.
In cooler areas it is a good idea to cut it back low to the ground in late
winter. It grows to about 16 in. high, with a wide spread of 20 in.

Just Right™
Evergreen strappy leaf plant with uniformity. Grows to an average
size of 18-20 in. tall by 18-20 in. wide. Just Right has white to light
purple flowers. Tolerates full sun and moderate to heavy shade. Soils
can by moderate heavy to free draining. Almost no maintenance
needed, trim if needed. Just Right’s foliage burns less in the sun, or
in frosts and its leaves simply feel stronger and more robust. Just
Right’s leaves are also finer, making the clump look dense and compact. Just Right is a consistent height, which is very important for
mass plantings.
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